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Drum chipper
PTH 30.70 series
Drum wood chipper
with big feeding hopper
GREENLINE

PTH 30.70

PTH 30.70
It is the basic model of this range, but it is extremely
appreciated for its robust frame, one of the typical
quality of Pezzolato’s chippers.
It guarantees reliability and excellent performance.
The machine is designed to assure easiness in the
usage for the operator and to reduce maintenance
costs to the minimum.
The main wear parts are especially studied to be

Compact for transportation

easily changed at reasonable costs.
The chipper can be driven by the tractor’s PTO or by
autonomous diesel motor.
Thanks to its large hopper, to a big superior roller
and an inferior roller that facilitates the dragging
of the material into the chipping mechanism, the
machine can be fed either manually or with the aid
of mechanical means.

Big feeding hopper
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PTH 30.70
For the manual feeding, the chipper is equipped with
a robust safety bar, for the safer usage of the machine
by the operator. The cut system, characterized by a
closed drum and an interchangeable calibrating grid
according to the different needs, produces uniform
and homogeneous chips, suitable also for domestic
heaters.
The discharge fan with its large diameter allows the

Closed drum with 3 knives cutting system

expulsion of the chips without obstacles through
the discharge pipe, equipped with an adjustable
deflector at its end.
The electronic NO-STRESS device, which is part of
the standard equipment of this model, allows the
automatic regulation of the feeding according to the
available power.

Calibrated and homogeneous wood chips
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NO STRESS electronic device,
available on all standard machines,
automatically regulates the infeed of
material according to the available
power

Forestry crane

Sieving grid

“M version” machine, driven by Diesel engine

Radio remote control

Sieving grids for chip calibration with
different sizes, easy to replace
Radio or cable remote control, to
manage the chippers main activities at
a distance
Removable security bar, for hand or
crane feeding
Low- or high-speed towing trailer,
with air or hydraulic brakes
Forestry cranes, with or without
cabin, in customized configuration
“M version” machine, driven by
Diesel engine

Green Line

Red Line

TECHNICAL DATA

Plank Line

PTH 30.70

Minimum tractor power:

Hp

70

Maximum tractor power:

Hp

130

Diesel engine power:

Hp

174 - 238

Maximum inlet passage:

mm

640 x 300

nr
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Maximum chipping diameter*:

mm

300

Drum width:

mm

640

Drum diameter:

mm

520

Upper and lower roller width:

mm

640

Hourly troughthput*:

m3/h

18 - 25

Weight (PTO version)

Kg

3000

Knives:

Progress and constant research may modify some technical data and descriptions as described in this leaflet, without Pezzolato SpA warning its readers
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* Diameters and declared production are variable according to the available power, wood type and chip size.

